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Reflecting on Our Actions

Keqio Igarashi

In the Hanrryakyosutra, the Buddha states, "A foolish person always looks for a

person's bad qualities and uses those faults against them, boasting to everyone as if they

themselves are perfect." Every human being has a greed for knowledge or crniosity-

rymg to leam more about what they do not understand or trying to make certain, the

things that are unclear to them. This is why we have education, which in turn assists in

the development of knowledge and a better understanding of the world around us and

ourselves.

Often times our eduoation is driven by our own curiosity to learn more, for
example, about a particular topic. Unfortunately, for many people, most ofthis curiosity

is driven by wanting to validate rumors or seeking out the truth that has nothing to do

with themselves. The society's desire to acquire such information is why magazines that

write about the private lives of celebrities are topping the sales charts today. As many of
you know, most ofthese magazines often exaggerate and add their own fake storyline to

make the story seem more interesting and one that people would want to read about. Even

during family gatherings orwhen meeting with friends, people often focus on and eqioy

gossiping about the flaws of other people. Sometimes they go as far as to involve

themselves in family disputes and troubles of these people. As with many of the

magaeine writers, many enjoy overexaggerating little mistakes and adding their own twist
to these rumors that they hear. For many of these people, gossiping is their hobby and

t.|ney eqioy hearing and spreading rumors. Therefore, in most cases, these people that

spread these nmrors hold no gudge against the person they gossip about.

What do these people really gain from spreading these nrmors about different

people? Those people who take these actions will eventually have the same done to them,

not realizing that they will have to suffer the repercussions of the bad karma that they

have accumulated from these actions. Much ofthe suffering that we experience in this

"suffering world" is one that we often times cannot control. However, this action of
spreading rumors is one that every person can control and prevent. There is nothing more

foolish than suffering as a result of actions that we ourselves can control.

As a result, ffiffiy people forget about the important qualities that we ourselves

hope to portray and in turn, see in others. These qualities may include honor and respect

for others. We acquire and develop these qualities through the experiences that we have

throughout our life. In this process, we axe also prnifring otr spirit and accumulating

good karma.
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this year comeTto an en4 I aui hoping thatwe *ill atl ihke the tfuheTo refled
on the actions we took this year and think about ways that we can improve the next year.
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Keep this top portion for youq records.

Itegc
Mochi (r pound)
An Mochi (r pound)
Kasane

TOTAL

Price X Quantitv = Total Cost
$ 6.oo
$ z.oo
$ 6.oo
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To place an order, EITHER complete the section below & mail it
along with yow check made payable to .Eggfg&ggtrg-l$ighften

Buddhist Church" to the church by Saturdfly. Decomber 7.2011,
oR visit ourwebsite at www.sacramentonichirenchurch.org to order
& pay online.
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